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Abstract 

In this paper, we study the properties of inverse almost hemirings. We 
introduce the concept of inverse almost hemirings as an abstraction of inverse 
hemirings. We also introduce the concept of Clifford almost hemirings. Lastly, 
we characterize an almost hemiring as a Clifford almost hemiring. 

1. Introduction 

We introduced the concept of almost semiring in [2] and [3] as an 
abstraction of semiring. An algebra ( )⋅+,,S  of type (2, 2) is called an 
almost semiring, if it satisfies the following axioms: 
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(i) ( ) ( ),bcacab =  

(ii) ( ) ,bcaccba +=+  

(iii) ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ,dcbadcba ++=++  

for each .,,, Sdcba ∈  

If, in addition to this, + is commutative, we say that ( )⋅+,,S  is 

additively commutative almost semiring. If + is associative, we say 
( )⋅+,,S  is an associative almost semiring. It can be verified by means of 

examples that the axioms in the definition of almost semiring are 
independent of one another. Every semiring is an almost semiring but 
the converse is not true. 

An additively commutative almost semiring S with 0 satisfying 
000 =⋅=⋅ xx  for every x in S is said to be an almost hemiring. Let 

( )+,S  be an additive group of characterstic two. Suppose S contains at 

least four elements. Let us define multiplication · on S by 







=

≠
=⋅

.0if,0

,0if,

b

ba
ba  

Then ( )⋅+,,S  is an almost hemiring [1]. 

Semiring is an algebraic structure ( )⋅+,,S  consisting of a non empty 

set S together with two binary operations + and · on S such that ( )+,S  

and ( )⋅,S  are semigroups connected by ring like distributivity as defined 

by Ghosh in [6]. Kervellas in [5] defined a semiring S as an inverse 
semiring (sometimes used the term additively inverse semiring) if and 
only if ( )+,S  is an inverse semigroup, i.e., if and only if for each ,Sa ∈  

there exists a unique element Sa ∈′  such that aaaa =+′+  and 
.aaaa ′=′++′  Also, Kervellas in [5] defined an (additively) inverse 

semiring. Clifford semirings and K-ideals are defined by Sen et al. in [4]. 
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In this paper, we introduce the concept of inverse almost hemiring as 
a generalization of inverse hemiring and Clifford almost hemiring as an 
abstraction of Clifford hemiring. We also characterize an inverse almost 
hemiring as a Clifford almost hemiring. 

2. Inverse Almost Hemirings 

A semiring S is called an inverse semiring ([5, p. 278] used the term 
additively inverse semiring) if and only if ( )+,S  is an inverse semigroup, 

i.e., if and only if for each ,Sa ∈  there exists a unique element Sa ∈′  
such that aaaa =+′+  and .aaaa ′=′++′  In view of this, we define 
an inverse almost semiring. 

Definition 2.1. Let S be an associative almost hemiring. Then S is 
called an inverse almost hemiring, if  

(1) ( )+,S  is an inverse semigroup, 

(2) ( ) baab ′=′  for all ,, Sba ∈  

(3) ( ) baabbba ′+=′+  for all ., Sba ∈  

There are almost hemirings, which are not hemirings that fail to 

satisfy ( ) baab ′=′  and ( ) baabbba ′+=′+  for all ., Sba ∈  Let us 

consider the following example: 

Example 2.2. Let us take the additive group of integers modulo       
six ( )., 66 Z  Define multiplication · on 6Z  by 







=

≠
=⋅

.0if,0

,0if,

b

ba
ba  

Then ( )⋅,, 66 Z  is an almost semiring with an inverse semigroup 

( )66 , Z  but it fails to satisfy ( ) baab ′=′  and ( ) baabbba ′+=′+  for 

all ., 6Zba ∈  
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Also there are almost hemirings which are not semirings, which meet 
the requirements to be the inverse almost hemirings. 

Example 2.3. Let ( )+,G  be an additive group of characteristic two. 

Assume G has at least four elements. Let us define multiplication · on G 
by 







=

≠
=⋅

.0if,0

,0if,

b

ba
ba  

Then ( )⋅+,,G  is an inverse almost hemiring with .aa =′  

Definition 2.4. Let S be an almost hemiring an ideal I of S is called 
a K-ideal if, for ,, IbSa ∈∈  either Iba ∈+  or ,Iab ∈+  then .Ia ∈  

Let us take S as inverse almost hemiring from now on in this section 
unless justified. 

Lemma 2.5. ( ) { }.: SaaaSE ∈′+=+  

Proof. Let { }.: SaaaD ∈′+=  We prove that ( ).SED +=             

Let .Daa ∈′+  Then 

( ) ( ) ( ) .aaaaaaaaaa ′+=′++′+=′++′+  

This implies that ( ).SEaa +∈′+  Hence ( ).SED +⊆  

Conversely, assume that ( ),SEa +∈  then .aaa =+  

,, aaaaaaaa =+′+=++⇒  and aaaa ′=′++′  

( )SEaaaa +∈′==+′⇒  

.Daaaa ∈′==′+⇒  

Thus ( ) DSE ⊆+  and hence ( ).SED +=  
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Lemma 2.6. S satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) ( ) ,aaaaa ′+=′+  

(2) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),aabbbbaa ′+′+=′+′+  

(3) ( ) abaaa =′++  for all ,, Sba ∈  

if and only if ( )SE+  is a distributive lattice. 

Proof. Let us assume the conditions. Let ( ).SEe +∈  Then ee ′=  by 

Lemma 2.5. 

Idempotency holds on ( )SE+  since ( ) ( ) ( )[ ].12 eeeeeeee =′+=+=  

Commutativity also holds on ( )SE+  since for ( )., SEfe +∈  We have 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ].2eeffffeeef ′+′+=′+′+=  

This implies that .feef =  

Also one can easily show multiplication is associative on ( ).SE+  

Now, to prove ( ( ) )⋅++ ,,SE  is a distributive lattice, it is enough to 

show multiplication is distributive over addition on ( ).SE+  

Let ( ).,, SEgfe +∈  Then ( ) ( )feggfe +=+  and gfgefgeg +=+  

( )[ ].2  And also the absorption property ( ) ( ) eefeeefefe =+=+=+  

holds true since ( ) ( )[ ].3eefefeee =+=′++  Therefore ( ( ) )⋅++ ,,SE  

is a distributive lattice. 

Conversely, assume that ( ( ) )⋅++ ,,SE  is a distributive lattice. Let 

., Sba ∈  Then ( ) ( ) ( ( ))., SEbbaa +∈′+′+  
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Hence 

   ( )( ) ( ) ( )bbabbabbaa ′+′+′+=′+′+  

bababaab ′′+′+′+=  

( ) ( ) abababab +′+′+=  

( )′+= abab  

baab ′+=  

( ) .baa ′+=  

Now 

(1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).aaaaaaaaa ′+=′+=′+′+  

(2) ( )( ) ( ) ( ).aabbbbaa ′+′+=′+′+  

(3) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).aabbaaaa ′+=′+′++′+  

This implies ( ) .aaabaaaaa +′+=′+++′+  

Thus ( ) .abaaa =′++  

Lemma 2.7. ( )SE+  is a K-ideal of S if and only if bbaSa =+∈ ,  

for some Sb ∈  implies .aaa =+  

Proof. Let ( )SE+  be a K-ideal of S. Assume bbaSa =+∈ ,  for 

some ,Sb ∈  then .bbbba ′+=′++  

( ) ( )SEbba +∈′++⇒  

( )SEa +∈⇒  since ( )SE+  is a K-ideal of S. Thus .aaa =+  

Conversely, assume the condition holds. Let ( )SEfe +∈,  and Sa ∈  

such that ,fea =+  then 
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feffeea ++=+++  

 .fe +=  

This implies ( ) fefea +=++  and hence aaa =+  follows by hypothesis. 

Definition 2.8. S is called Clifford almost hemiring, if ( )SE+  is a 

distributive lattice as well as a K-ideal of S. 

There are Clifford almost hemirings which are not hemirings. For 
this, consider the following example: 

Example 2.9. Let D be a distributive lattice. Assume that ( )⋅+,,G  is 

an almost hemiring defined in Example 2.3, then GDS ×=  with pointwise 

operations is a Clifford almost hemiring since ( ) { } ,0 DDSE g ≅×=+  

where g0  is the zero G.  

We give only the statement of the following theorem since its proof 
follows directly from Lemmas 2.6, 2.7 and Definition 2.8. 

Theorem 2.10. S is Clifford almost hemiring if and only if it satisfies 
the following conditions: For all ,,, Scba ∈  

(1) ( ) ,aaaaa ′+=′+  

(2) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),aabbbbaa ′+′+=′+′+  

(3) ( ) ,abaaa =′++  

(4) ccaSa =+∈ ,  for some Sc ∈  implies .aaa =+  
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